1. Introduction

Known as Distributed Ledger Technology or DLT, blockchain can store transaction ledgers on networked, geographically dispersed computers securely and reliably in perpetuity. It is best known for its role in cryptocurrency systems, but it is also desirable in a wide range of other applications, such as health records, supply-chain management, elections, and many others. Distributed databases are a type of centralized DLT that have failed to scale. Eliminating database service downtimes and arbitrary transaction losses has been proven to be very difficult if not impossible to accomplish [1].

Blockchain is a new type of decentralized DLT that is also difficult to scale. Blockchain technology enables decentralized ledger processing without central authority using step-locked cryptographic proofs [2]. Since transactions are approved by anonymous computers, authenticating them correctly and processing them securely are the two top priorities while performance is of secondary concern. Indeed, finding a balance between these priorities – decentralization, security, and stability – is inherently difficult and is often referred to as the “Blockchain trilemma”.

The successes of the blockchain technology in cryptocurrencies inspired many other applications, including NFT (non-fungible tokens) and DeFi (decentralized finance) applications. However, broad applications of blockchain technology still require a scalable solution that is tamper resistant and energy efficient. Not all DLT applications can be decentralized with anonymous users. Many DLT applications still require centralized authentication, such as KYC (know your customer) for fraud prevention and for regulatory compliance in financial services [3]. The practical DLT requirements are very basic: delivering incrementally better transactional processing security, reliability, and performance by simply adding hardware components: networks, processors and storage without exponentially growing software complexity and maintenance expenses [4].

2. Four Blockchain Challenges

The very first blockchain challenge is scalability, a term that needs careful definitions. For blockchain DLT applications, the protocols need to offer (a) immutability of all transaction records [2], (b) infinite storage scaling, and (c) energy efficiency for the consensus algorithms to secure the transaction processing network .

Blockchain partition or “sharding” was proposed to address the blockchain scalability challenges [5]. Since each partitioned chain requires a specific management protocol to communicate with other partitions, the overall protocol complexity grows in $O(N^2)$ order as the number of partitions $N$ grows. It seems not plausible to achieve truly infinite storage scaling with finite hardware. Experimental
implementations also have not demonstrated such potential.

A “chain of chains” idea was also proposed to tackle the blockchain scaling challenges [6, 7]. Since each chain offers limited scaling, the sum of all chains is also still scaling limited. It can only postpone the network saturation point.

At IEEE BCTB, we will focus on the latest developments in innovative blockchain applications and technical breakthroughs. We are interested in soliciting innovative proposals for solving the blockchain scaling challenges.

The second blockchain challenge is preventing users from tampering with resistance of Open-Source programs. Unlike the closed-source database programs, most blockchain protocols are Open-Source. This means that anyone can download the source code, modify, compile, and run it against a running chain or system. It is well-known that for simple transactions, the blockchain consensus algorithm and cryptographic locks can prevent tampered code attacks by failing the ill-formed transactions unless there are more than 51% compromised nodes [8].

For smart contract implementations, however, contract malleability becomes possible in poorly designed smart contracts or processors, where transaction atomicity and isolation are not enforced. The REKT database records the latest smart contract exploits.

For 2023 IEEE BCTB, we will be interested in new cryptographic tamper-resistant transaction processing techniques for smart contract applications.

The third blockchain challenge is fraud prevention. This is the most important concern for financial DLT applications where the most vibrant innovations have occurred in the recent past. Currently, there are more than 22,000 cryptocurrencies in the world. Due to the lack of regulation and anonymous users and hosts, fraudulent activities, such as “rugpull”, are commonplace, putting investors at high risk.

Regardless of these risks, total transaction volume across all cryptocurrencies (as tracked by Chainanalysis), grew to $15.8 trillion in 2021, up 567% from 2020’s totals [11]. Many of these
transactions are illicit. Due to the potentially high impact on overall economic conditions, regulators are slow in imposing regulatory constraints. Since all non-financial applications also require fraud prevention, this need elevates the importance of the centralized KYC (know your customer) approach to the front and center of decentralized blockchain research [3].

At IEEE BCTB, we will be interested in accepting proposals targeting fraud prevention and elimination on blockchain networks.

The fourth blockchain challenge is Interoperability between DLT systems. Since the global economy requires the participation of all technologies and stakeholders, interoperability between DLT systems is a necessary requirement. The situation becomes worse when each DLT system has its own currency symbol and value. This complicates the development of transaction gateways and exchanges. These challenges have in turn fostered projects like Cosmos[6] and Polkadots [7], which allow multiple chains to interact at a chain of chains using protocols such as Tendermint [13] and Parachains [14]. As discussed earlier, since all chains have storage scaling limits, the sum of all chains still cannot promise infinite storage as required by the blockchain protocols. It is worth emphasizing that financial innovations also happen quickly in this space. The most noticeable is AMM (automated market maker) which has not only witnessed significant growth in volume over the past few years but has also attracted several innovative ideas [12].

At IEEE BCTB, we are interested in publishing open discussions on these subjects.

3. Summary

Peer-to-peer or decentralized computing has captured the public's attention ever since the BitTorrent and Bitcoin projects emerged. As these technologies differ fundamentally from the centralized web services and legacy transaction processing methods, web3.0 was proposed to name these efforts [15]. At the time of this editorial, it is still not clear if all web3.0 applications should be decentralized. Although the blockchain immutability, transaction transparency and end-to-end encryption provide great measures for data privacy and security, the centralized authentication for fraud prevention still seems unavoidable in many applications before the technologies could be widely adopted. To date, progress has been slow. We proposed to focus on the four foundational blockchain challenges for the 2023 IEEE BCTB issues. This IEEE Blockchain Technology Brief quarter will be dedicated to publishing the latest blockchain scalability solution developments in industry, academic and government agencies.
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